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ABSTRACT

Because ccilja of' wood are widely used to produce experimental f'ires it

is sometimes necessary to predict their burning behaviour especially when their

burning rate is not controlled primarily by some other f'actor such as the:

window opening in a compartment. If' the window is large enough the behaviour

of' the compartment f'ire is strongly inf'luenced by the crib design and it is

desirable to compare the behaviour of' the crib in the compartment and in the

open to assess the inf'luence of', say, heat loss to the walls.

Several sets of' crib data f'or burning in the open are available and in

this report some attempt is made to correlate their behaviour.
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THE RATE OF BURNING OF CRIBS OF WOOD

by

P. G. Smith and P. H. Thomas

Assemblies of wooden sticks mown as cribs or cr-os s-pa.Les are 'oi'tenused
in fire experiments as a standard fire. They usUally consist of two or more
layers of parallel sticks, the sticks in each layer being at right angles to
those in the layers immediately above and below. The sticks in alternate
layers ar-e usually directly above each other, but this is not always so, for
exampLa , Bryan has used cribs with three sticks in each layer arranged as an
eqUilateral triangle.

The rate at which such cribs burn and the way it depends on the design of
the crib are important for planning and interpreting experiments, and £or
relating them to f'ires in which, furniture, say, is the f'uel. This note shows
how two sets of data obtained at the Fire Research Station, Boreham Wood, for
over sixty 'cribs can be correlated r-eaaonab.Iy closely by a simple empirical
formUla'. An earlier study by Gross who included a much wider range of stick
size in his experiments, but who did not vary the overall size of the crib and
the stick 'size independently showed that there were two regimes of burning. In
the first, the porosity of the crib or its voidage ratio could control the rate
'of burning, but once the spaces between the sticks became large enough in
relation to the stick size the burning rate appear-ed to reach a limiting value
depending o~ on the stick size and the overall weight of' the crib. There are
some discrepancies between Gross's correlation and that described in this paper
and some suggestions are made as to the origin of this. Generally speaking all
the 1.n:f'ormation inclUding Gross I s for cribs larger than about .30 em linear size
up to 200 em can be correlated by one formula which is
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in which r is the rate or weight loss, Av is the horizontal cross sectiona+
area or the vertical passages in the crib, As is the surface area or the
exposed wood and H is the height of the "crib.

As the cribs become larger k decreases slightly but no one simple rorm
ror k has been round which is justified ror all three sets or data. Employing
the variables As and Av' which have the best justirication for the main
variation in r,' k is rough~
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THE RATE OF BURNING OF CRIBS OF WOOD

by

P. G. Smith and P. H. Thomas

rnTRODUCTION

The earliest experiments to stu~ the behaviour of cribs appear to have

been those by Folk1 .The problem of scale effects' in cribs was used as an

example by Emmons2 in a discussion of modelling fires and following some

suggestions of Emmons, Gross~ conducted a systematic study of cribs most of

which however were cubical, the smallest having a side of 1.6 cm and the

largest one of 91 cm. Each crib was made of sticks ten times longer than their

thickness and was usually ten thicknesses high. He varied the number of sticks

per layer, i.e. the horizontal spacing, and made a few experiments in which the

number of layers was altered. By and large, tightly packed cribs burnt faster

the wider the spacing between the cribs. Beyond a certain spacing, the burning

rate depended on the total weight of the crib and the stick thickness according

to simple power law and at very large spacings the crib failed to burn properly.

In this paper we shall refer to other quantities which are obtainable from the

basic properties referred to above. These are the surface area of exposed wood

As. the fraction of a side of a crib which is open f, the horizontal cross

sectional area of vertical shafts of a crib Av' and the weight of the crib W.

In this note we have collected together details of a number of experiments

in which wooden cribs were burned in the open. In addition to the experiments

of Gross, we have made use of data obtained :by 0 'Dogherty4 who designed cribs

in order to obtain a range of burning rates in his stu~ of the behaviour of

sprinklers. We have also used the data obtained by Webster and his

collaborators5,who used cribs to st~ the height of flames. O'Dogherty

himself tried to present his data using the parameters given by Gross, but

found many discrepancies between his and Gross's data.

We have alrea~ mentioned how most of Gross's €xperiments were conducted

with cubes and how all of them were conducted with cribs having sticks ten times

longer than their thickness. Consequently all but one of the independent

design parameters of the cribs (for a given species of wood) are virtually

perfectly correlated together and the only one which is not so correlated is

the fraction f which is directly related to the number of sticks per layer



which Gross varied systematically. Altho)lgh O'Dogherty's cribs were not all

cubical there is considerable correlation between the various pairs of design

parameters, tihough as with Gross's data the fraction f is only weakly

correlated with the others.' However, ,in addition to f stick thickness b is

also only weakly correlated with the others, there being some correlation

however between f and b. AlthOUgh Webster and his collaborators mainly used

one stick thickness they did vary this in some cases and stick thickness is not

too strongly correlated with the other parameters. In addition the height of-the crib is only weakly correlated with the other design parameters. There are

experimental differences between the three grcup s of tests.

The method of ignition is slightly different, but it is doubtful if this

is of major significance thoUgh one might expect it to be so for very tightly

packed cribs.

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Table 1 lists the maximum' rate of burning r together with the dimension

of the sticks and the cribs (L, H, b and W) L', being the length of the sticks.

Gross supported his cribs on two single sticks at the edge so that the calculation

of the dependent terms such as f is not the same for his data as for the others

and the following two formulae have been used:

for O'Dogherty and Webster

and for Gross

f nb
= 0.5 - 2L

N(10-n) + 16
= 20 (N + 1)

f";~ .,'-

where n = no. of sticks per layer

N = no. of layers

As and Ay are also listed. We have not included those experiments' by Gross in

which wood other than Douglas Fir was used. Neither have we included the

experiments using 1.6 mm sticks.

Although Gross found two separate regimes some preliminary attempts at

finding correlations suggested that one could use power laws and accordingly

several multiple regression analyses were carried out on a computer'using linear

regressions of the logarithm of the variables. In each of these the rate of
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burning was treated as' the dependent variable. It is f'ound f'or each experimental

group that a maximum of' three independent variables accounted almost completely

f'or all the variation. Adding f'urther variables made negligible improvement.

Table 2 lists' f'or each experimental group the f'ive most signif'icant sets of'

independent variables. These f'ive together with several less signif'icant sets

gave almost equally good correlations. The only pair of' variables which are

perf'ectly correlated are L and b in Gross's experiments, but in all the data

there are many pairs of' variables which are very highly correlated together and

several alternative correlations were theref'ore equally good. The choice between

these had to.be governed theref'ore to some extent by comparing the three

dif'f'erent sets of' experiments where independent variables are dif'f'erently

correlated to each other. W (the weight of' a crib) is present in each of' the

f'ive sets of' correlation of' Gross's and Webster's data but in only one set of'

O'Dogherty's data whereas H (the height of' the crib) is present in all sets

f'or 0 'Dogherty' s data but in only two of' those f'or Gross's data and one f'or

Webster's and is not so important f'or the data as a whole. Since the

decomposition of' wood is largely the result of' processes taking place in the gas

phase within the crib, and the surf'ace layers of' the wood, the weight of' the crib

does not seem to be a physically meaningi'ull term to include and moreover mayor

may not, according to the experimental conditions, include materials other than

wood such as glue and possibly nails. For anyone species of' wood, weight is

uniquely determined by the other parameters and it was decided to exclude it f'or

these reasons f'rom the analysis. The most signif'icant sets of' independent

variables (taken in sets of' three independent variables) f'or each experimental

group are those given in Table .3, and it is noticeable that one set (a) comprising

H, Av and As is common to all groups and, perhaps f'ortuitously, is the most

signif'icant set f'or all groups taken together. The indices in the

. relationship

are interesting.

.. / roC trAYA z
v s

,
In no case could the index of' H, 'x', be regarded as s:j.gnif'icantly dif'f'erent

f'rom 0.5, the index of' Ay, 'y' , was only slightly less :than 0.5, and the
'. '

negative of' the index of' As, 'z',is only slightly greater.: than 0.5, and most

important, the indices of' each variable were consistent between the three sets

of' data. It was theref'ore decided to investigate the relations of' the f'orm

- .3 -
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Two other sets of independent variables (b) and (c) ,having overall

correlation coefficients only slightly lower when all the data were taken

together, had indices, which were not consistent between the three groups of

experiment s .

Ie the frictional resistance to the flow of air in a crib is low, the

velocities of the gases within the crib will be determined by the buoyancy and

the inertia of the gas and consequently the volumetric flow rate of the gas

moving vertically would be proportional to Avfi*. Accordingly correlations

were made for each group using a fuel to air ratio as the dependent variable and

As and Av as the two independent variables. The results are shown in Table 4.

The consistency of the indices is encouraging. However, in most cases the

difference from a numerical value of 0.5 is significant, so that r
cannot strictly be treated as a constant. However, in view of JAy AsH

the close correlation between Ay and As in some cases, and between one or

other of them and other design parameters of the cribs, it would be rash to

attach undue importance to the variations of this quantity as being associated

with a surface area of wood or a vent area or with any other parameters to the

exclusion of the rest.

DISCUSSION

In Fig.1 Gross's data are shown plotted in terms of the regression equation

and it is seen that we are in effect putting a single line through points which

quite clearly are better r-epr-e serrt ed by two lines as Gross himself has shown.

However before' this approach is rejected 'it is as well to consider Fig.2 which
r As

shows all the data plotted in terms of ;::7'fi and Ay' 0 'Dogherty' s and

Webster's data lie very close to a strai~lline through the origin and this

line is a lower bound to Gross's data, some of which lie close to the line, but

many of which; particularly those for small Cribs, burn much faster than would

be predicted from the correlation. Gross's data for cribs exceeding 20 em may

be regarded as consistent with the others but those less than 20 em lie above

the line. Only for: Gross's data can one identify two lines of data. Also

plotted in this graph 'are some data obtained by Byram6 in whose experiments the

·Whether or not one employed this procedure, some procedure dividing r by an

area is at least desirable and justifiable (see Appendix 1).
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height of' the crib, the stick size and the stick spacing remained constant, but

the overall base area of' the crib was varied. Byram's crib size varied f'rom

about 6 cm to 39 cm and as the cribs become larger his results lie closer to

the main body of' the data. Also shown are three experiments by Bryan7 who put

three sticks in an equilateral triangle in each layer of' his crib, the results

of' three experiments are all close together and lie only slightly below the main

body of' data. Byram showed that his data f'ollowed a simple law

and he referred to' the similarities between this and the burning of' the liquid

in laminar f'low where there is a quarter power law between both heat and mass

transf'er coef'f'icients and scale f'or natural convection. We have plotted

. As
agamst 7C;

s-,

(not reproduced here) and this brings together the results obtained by Gross f'or

the smaller sticksbrt ittarrls to separate the data f'or large cribs•.However,

Fig.3 shows r plotted against the size of' the crib base, and there is
. I Av As H r

a substantial variation in the value of' -1'A7v==A7=s==H~ f'or small values of' L.

Although one may be tempted f'rom this to argue that there is an eff'ect of' L up

to 100 cm, and perhaps beyond, no such ef'fect can be found within, say,

O'Dogherty's data which suggests that at large values of' L the eff'ect

disappears and that it would be better to regard r as f'alling with
" Av As Hincreasing scale. That there are design factors which produce some signif'icant

ef'f'ect at these large values of' L is clear from the f'act that the ef'f'ects of'

As and Av cannot strictly be accounted f'or solely by the simple square root

of' their ratio.

The equations in Table 4 can be ref'ormulated as

that f'or 0 'Dogherty and Webster's data the values of'

in Table 5,

M and, M'
and it is seen

are almost

equal, the diff'erence is certainly not significant. For Gross's data M and

M' are dif'f'erent. As and Av can each be expressed either as proportional

to the square of' the stick size or to the square of the crib size for given

ratios of' stick size to stick spacing, etc. The ratio of As to Av is

dependent only on such ratios and as such is independent of scale. If' only L

varies the correlation of' Gross's data gives r cC L1.53 (or b1.53) which

compares with L1.75 (Byram) and b1.6 (Gross). For O'Dogherty and Webster's

- 5 -



in viewb (Fig.3) butorL

there is no statisticalbandA , A
s v

or b

be associated with

L

r oC

L~

can

L
1• 79• However, in the statistical analysis

and b there does not appear to be any statistical

the term involving the product A A by a term
v s

analysis of ~ as a function of the above
Av{ff"

A were significant for the data as a whole and no
s

to all three sets of data. In other words the

andA
v
common

or f instead of A and A. If, however,
s v

is used one obtains indices similar to those already derived by Grossbor

7 variables, only

justification for including

pattern of data was

variation of IX A R"
. v s

of the correlation between

L

data the correlation gives

which included A ; A , H, L
s v

justification for replacing

involving L or b. In an

and Byram.

A suggested empirical formula

We can write

--r
J A A It'

v s

where~ from table 4~ k

=
k

(A A )°0052
v B

0.0035 for Gross's data

k ::

A 0.010
0.0019(L..)

As

for O'Dogherty's data

k
A 0.013

0.00145....;.;..5 _
Av 0.015

for Webster~s data

and k = 0.015

0.053
for all these data

taken together

All but one of these indices of Av or As· are non-significant so we put As

and A at their mean values and obtain four values of k respectively as 0.0018,
v

0.;0015~ 0.0020 and 0.00175, the last corresponding to the weighted mean of the

three-separate values, Which, however~ do differ significantly between themselves

even though the variation· is not undUly large.

The standard deviation of k for Gross and Webster's data corresponds to

~ 6 p~:r cent andfbr o'Dogher-ty , s data to ! 1.5 per cent, so that the three
+populations differ. <Thea"3 for individual values correspond to - 35 per cent for

Gross and Webster's data but only ; 9 per cent for O'Dogherty's. It has already

been pointed out that Gross's data might be better represented by two lines than

one. The success in correlating O'Dogherty's data so well is partly due to the

narrower range of burning rates.

ByramQs results show a somewhat smaller variation with size than is accounted

• The exception is the A term in Gross's data
v
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Kror by a term such as , the value or k raIling rrom 0.0018
(A A) 0.052

to 0.0015 as the crib si~e Yncreased rrom 6 to 39 em. They clearly do, however,

lie close to the other data.

CONCWSIONS

None or the experiments undertaken so rar cover a wide enough range or
conditions ror the errects or vertical and horizontal vent areas, exposed surrace,

height or crib, overall dimensions or the crib, stick size, etc. to be surricientiy

independent or other variables ror its errect to be properly assessed. In all the

experiments discussed in this paper there are too many associations between pairs

or variables ror their errects to be rully separated but the rormulae given here

are the best simple rormulae ror which there appears to be reasonable statistical

justHication.

At the present state or our knowledge there is little point pretending that we

know more than we do and obtaining complicated formulae involving several variables

ror which there is little justiricationo The equation

r

JX A Hs v
=

0.0017
(A A )00052

s v

in o s g s s , units

appears to be adequate to describe mean burning rates or cribs typical or those

used in most experimental purposes in the range 30 - 200 em size. Some other

variable instead or the product A A might well be' more appropriate in the weakly
s v

varying term (A A )°0052 but no statistical justirication ror making any choice
s v

has been round so f'ar-,
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APPENDIX

The arguments of this paper are statistical though a significance has

been given to Av[il which led to its use as a parameter.

In this appendix we comment on the extent to which the correlation has

some physical significance.

Consider a vertical flow of constant veloci~, U, at constant

temperature through a bed of solids and the conventional mass transfer

relation

mil f .i.fU = (B, D' Re, E )

where mil

r
U

B'

Re

is the mass transfer per unit wall area

is fluid density

is the veloci~ of the flow (based on unit cross-sectional
area inclusive of solids)

is Spalding's mass transfer number

is a Reynolds number which is taken as

cr is the specific surface of the solids

~ is the fluid kinematic Viscosity

E is the porosity (voidage ratio) of the bed

D is the diffusion coefficient for the fluid, assumed the
same for all components

, B & i are properties of the fuel system and of the temperatures.
D

Here they will be regarded as constants, compared with the much larger

variation in the geometric quantities. In terms of the variables used in the

statistical analysis we have

mil

E

- 9 -



In addition, one has to consider the possibility of the flow being locally

determined by the hot surfaces with'no bulk movement except that produced by

addition of the separate local flows. Then the corresponding mass transfer

relation would be

rd
As. (' • D = 'f ({~2 • ~ • B )T2 \l D )

g is the acceleration due to gravity. d is the stick size. It does not

have a constant relation to or because the product d~.depends on the spacing

etc but for convenience da" is taken as'; The difference between, say, J:.
and £ is equivalent only to a systematic change in" a numerical constant of

a"1
about 24 i.e. 1.2 for the conventional i power law.

Evaluating the fo"rm of U presents a difficulty. Air enters cribs from

the sides and in some designs, notably those of Gross, from the bottom as well.

There is therefore no mass continuity from one horizontal section to another,

nor can one completely exclude the possibility of pressure variations within

some cribs; it is observed that with some cribs the flames lean inwards towards

the centre. We can however suggest a functional form for U. If there was only

vertical acceleration due to gravity we would have , assuming uniform temperatures

U2 d:.. E 2 g H £

If there is no acceleration and on~ vertical flow, we have from the definition

of the "friction factor"

;

=

where f k = +'k (~:e'

Hence

U =

- 10 -



If both friction and acceleration have to be considered we would have

u , ~)

where we have also included i to allow for geometric effects.

8For packed beds, Ergun gives

:: 1.75 +
150 (1 - E)

Re

and Wraight and Thomas9 have found for cribs with E:: ~ that

f k = 0.28

From the above definitions we can summarize the results as in Table 6.

If the mass flow generated from separate sticks is added a mean velocity

is obtained. The corresponding Reynolds number is of order of magnitUde of

3 :lL (~)
d '\12

This is neither negligible compared with any other Reynolds number listed in

Table 6, nor much greater so the system is not obviously onlY locally or onlY

crib determined. The ranges of these Reynolds numbers are also listed in

- Table 6 (based on ~ =0.45 cm2js).

From the above, summarized in Table 6, we deduce

1)

2)

If the flow is locally determined it is by laminar boundary layers, since
gd3 8

the Or'ashof' number (y 2 ) does not exceed 10 •

The ranges of the estimated Reynolds number- overlap so no one model can be

identified as the controlling mechanism.

3) The low Reynolds number neglecting friction (Row 2A in Table 6) implies that

the inertia of the air cannot be neglected. The actual Reynolds number

allowing for inertia and friction must be lower still.

- 11 ~



Gross's.

(4) Of the forms deduced in the last column in Table 6 the nearest to the

form deduced statistically are Rows 2A and 2B and 4A. Figurm4, 5 and 6
mit

show pU against the appropriate Reynolds number.

The data of Gross clearly cover more than one regime but the data for

higher Reynolds numbers have the same trend as in 0 'Dogherty and Webster's

data. There are however significant differences between the three sets of
mit 1

data, Webster and 0 'Dogherty I s data being nearer to U at: Re""2, thanr
A very strong

greater values of

effect of L/H appears in Webster's data perhaps because the

L/H produce a fast horizontal flow into the crib. O'Dogherty

•

and Webster's data, while producing parallel but not overlapping correlation and

the plot of Gross I s data, show that all the very small cribs and the two largest

lie off the correlation.

In view of the apparent absence of common regimes of behaviour for all the

data and the absence of data on the velocities etc, no further analysis will

be attempted here.

We can conclude only that there is some evidence to support the idea of

correlating the burning of cribs with a mass transfer model •

- 12 -



Gross

Table 1

Experimental results

' ..

•

. Rate Length Height Thickness ..
',:" Weight Surface Open areaFractionof of of of Number of of side area of of vert'ical

burning stick crib stick : .,0£ ...... crib sticks shafts
r L H b l~yers W

open
As Av

g/s f cm2 cm2cm cm cm - g .

0.128 3.2 3.2 0.32 10 4.55 0.39 112 5.02
0.070 3.2 3.2 0.32 10 7.7 0.30 169 2.56
0.048 3.2 3.2 0.32 10 10.4 0.21 211 0.923

0.443 6.4 6.4 0.64 10 37.2 0.39 450 20.1
0.333 6.4 6.4 0.64 10 62.2 0.30 676 10.2
0.150 6.4 6.4 0.64 10 86.3 0.21 843 3.69

1.24 12.7 12.7 1.27 10 286 0.39 1771 . 79.0
. 1.98 12.7 12.7 1.27 10 477 0.30 2655 40.3

0.83 12.7 12.7 1.27 10 670 0.21 3319 14.5

0.98 19.1 5.73 1.91 3 454 0.39 1914 90.3
1.34 19.1 5.73 1.91 3 652 0.31 . 2477 32.5

'1 .69 19.1 . 9.55 1.91 5 752 0.34 3069 .90.3 .
1:56 19.,1 9.55 1.91 5 1052 0.26 3893 32.5
1'.34 19..1 . 13.37 1.91 7 638 0.41 2794 177
2:38 19.1 13.37 1.91 7 1067 0.32 : 4225 90.3
1.70 19.1 13.37 1.91 7 1498 0.23 5307 32.5
1.97 19.1 19.1 ' 1.91 10 906 0.39 3965 177
3.40 19.1 19.1 . 1.91 10 1535 0.30 5958 90.3
1.90 19.1 19.1 1.91 10 2118 0.21 7430 32.5

3.58 25.4 25.4 2.54 10 2570 0.39 7100 316
5.58 25.4 25.4 2.54 10 4150 0.30 10650 161

'4.23 25.4 25.4 2.54 10 5970 0.21 13300 58,

10.3 38.1 38.1 3.81 10 13570 0.30 23950 371
9.88 38.1 38.1 3.81 10 18640 0.21 29870 131

.-

57.5 91.5 91.5 9.15 10 262000 0.21 172300 753
55.7 91.5 91.5 9.15 10 315000 0.16 184800 335

,
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O'Dogherty

Table 1 (ContI d.)

Experimental results

Rate Length Height Thickness ::u,t ,. Weight Fraction Surf'ace Open area
of' of' of' of' Number of' of' side area of' of' vertical

burning stick crib stick c; 'cOt'.'··, crib sticks shaf'ts
r L H b ~ayers Vi

open
As Av

gls e cm2 cm2cm cm cm ..
c

.: s

-
18.9 61 16 2.0 8 ,14800 0.25 46920 906
37.8 61 32 2.0 1L 29800 0.25 92040 906
29.5 61 24 2.0 12 15500 0.32 54800 1520
30.2 61 24 2.0 12 15500 0.32 54800 1520
43.8 61 32 2.0 16 15000 0.37 55800 2020
43.1 61 32 2.0 16 15000 0.37 55800 2020

9.9 40.6 16 2.0 8 3470 0.38 11930 903
14.0 40.6 22 2.0 11 4540 0.38 16330 903
10.6 40.6 16 2.0. 8 3290 0.38 11930 903
15.4 40.6 22 . 2.0 11 4370 0.38 16330 903
27.0 40.6 40 2.0 20 6900 0.38 29520 903
20.7 40.6 32 2.0. 16 5680 0.38 23660 903

49.9 61 42 2.0 21 15000 0.40 56800 2400
51.4 61 42 2.0 21 15000 0.40 56800 2400
68.0 61 42.5 0.64 67 5450 0.47 60000 3270

104 61 85 0.64 134 10450 0.47 127900 3270
24.2 61 16.5 1.27 13 9090 0.33 55000 1660
21.2 61 16.5 1.27 13 9300 0.33 55000 1660

40.8 . 61 25.4 1.27 20 8850 0.40 56500 2330
39.3 61 25.4 1.27 20 8620 0.40 56500 2330
66.5 61 43.2 1.27 34 8180 0.44- 67000 2950

141 91.5 61 2.54 24 103000 0.26 298000 2340
183 91.5 73.7 2.54 29 136000 0.25 376000 2100
14-4- 91.5 73.7 2.54 29 114000 0.25 376000 2100
141 91.5 78.8 2.54 31 132000 0.25 400000 2100
142 91..5 73.7 2.54 29 129000 0.25 376000 2100
204 91.•5 83.8 2.54 33 129000 0.29 374000 2850

163 91.5 81.3 2.54 32 131.000 0.29 364000 2850
163 91.5 81.3 2.54 32 124000 0.29 364000 2850
167 91.5 81·3 2.54 32 130000 0.29 '364000 2850
228 91.5 106.8 2.54 42 103000 0.36 343000 4380
240 91.5 106.8 2.54 42 107000 0.36 343000 4380
213 91.5 91.5 2.54 36 90000 0.36 294000 4380

242 91.5 91.5 2.54 36 92000 0.36 294000 4380
130 91.5 76.2 2.54 30 52600 0.30 165000 3120

71 91.5 61 2.54 24 29000 0.24 91800 1870
236 91.5 106.8 2.54 42 106000 0.36 343000 4380
239 91.5 106.8 2.54 42 105000 0.36 343000 . 4380
243 91.5 106.8 2.54 42 104000 0.36 343000 4380

-;
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Table 1 (Cont'd.)

O'Dogherly (cent'd)
Experimental results

Rate Length Height Thickness
,-,

" Weight Surface Open area- Fraction
of of of of Number of of side area of of vertical

burning stick crib stick - .ot: crib sticks shafts
r L H b Layer-s W open

As Av
g/s - f em2 .em2em em em _. g

307 9105 112 1.27 88 65300 0.41+ 348000 6410
329 91.5 122 1.27 96 68100 0.41+ 379000 6410
317 91.5 122 1.27 96 68500 0.44- 379000 6410

rTebst~
25.4 8 68003. 4 20.3 2.54 2270 0.3 231

3.96 25.4 20.3 2.54· 8 2270 0.3 6800 231
2.65 25.4 15·3 2.54- 6 1590 0.3 5200 231
7.28 25.4 40.6 2.54- 16 4170 0.3 13400 231
5.66 25.4 30.5 2.54 12 3630 0.3 10200 231

15.2 50.8 20.3 2.54- 8 6800 0.3 27200 930
10.7 25.4 40.6 1.27 32 41+50 0.3 26700 231
21.2 50.8 20.3 1.27 16 7930 0.325 48400 1090
7.05 25.4 4.0 06 2.54- 16 4990 0.25 1580'0 162
7.96 25.4 30.5 1.27 24- 2900 , 0.3 20100 231

12.1 35.6 20.3 1.27 16 4430 0.322 , 24100 523
10.35 25.4 50.8 2.54- 20 7030 0.. 3 8500 231
6.4 35.6 20.3 2.54- , 8 3310 0.322 12200 523
4.03 25.4 17.8 2.54 7 2510 0.25 7100 162
5.66 25.4 27.9 2.54 ~11 4080 0.25 11000 162
4.13 25~4 22.8 2.54- 9 2770 0.25 9000 162
3.02 25.4 17.8 2.54- 7 2040 0.25 7100 162

250 203 30.5 2.54 12 137000 0.375 438000 23000
165 20.3 20.3 2.54- 8 89300 0.375 294000 23000
430 203 33.0 2.54- 13 153900 0.375 474000 23000
325 203 33.0 2.54- 13 147000 0.375 474000 23000
276 203 33.0 2.54- ~3 147500 0.375 474000 23000

~0.5 101.5 58.4 2.54- 23 68000 0.375 209000 5780
~8 152.3 22.8 2.54- 9 68000 0.375 186000 13000

213............... -1.52.3 33.0 2.54 1.3 90700 0.375 265000 13000
~

.-,-
"

- .



Table 2

Correlations Including W

I
f

I'

Overall

Data Order L H f A b A W Correlation
v- a Coefficient

for r

1 x X X 97.34 For
2 X X X 97.29 these

Gross :; ·X X X 97.28
<

regreasions
4 X X X 97.11 L = 10h
5 X X X 97.10

1 X X X 99.. 46
2 X X X 99.CJ7

O'Dogherty 3 X X X 98.99
4 X X X 98.• 95
5 X X ·x .98.77

1 X X X 98,,22
2 X X X 98.21

Webster '3 X X X 98.16
4 X X X 98.00
5 X X X 97.91

1 X X X 98.73
2 X X X 98.. 65

All
:; ~

-, X X X 98.. 63
X X X 98.63

5 X X X 98.. 59

~~~



-,

Table 3

Correlations Excluding W

Overall
'Correlation

Data Order L H f A b A Coefficient
v s for r

1 X X X 96.93, 2 X X X 96.92 (b~Gross 3 X X X 96.87
~~4 X X X 96.86

5 X X X 96.85

1 X X X 99.46 (a)
2 X X X 98.99

O'Dogherty 3 X X X 98.95 (b)
4 X X X 98.77
5 X X X 98.75

1 X X. X 97.90
2 X X X 97.68

Webster 3 X X X 97.55 (a)
4 X X X 97.30
5 X X X 97.29

1 X X X 98.73
~~.~2 X X X 98.65

All 3 X X X 98.63 (c
4 X X X 98.59
5 X X X 98.56

- 17 -



TABLE 4
r

Regression Analysis of y ::: (log10 AvJH).

No. --- b Av t Av a- 2of y min y max log10As logtOAv
b As

a-
t As

k
tests

GROSS 26 -2.65 -1.54 3.552 1.669 -0.670 0.C64 10.lj" 0.016 0.0035+0.435 0.058 7.5

0'
42 -2.56 -1.99 5.066 3.362 -0.542 0.036 15 0.0014 0.0019pOGHERTY 0.438 0.019 23

WEBSTER 25 -2.94 -2.14 4.552 3.008 -0.567 0.119 4.8 0.015 0.001450.461 0.147 3.15

ALL 93 -:2.94 -1.54 4·505 2.794 -0.605 0.03 19.8 0.011 0.00210.463 0.032 14."5

..

r b b
::: k , A Av. A Asv ". ,s

- 18 -



TABLE 5

Ref'ormulation of' equations in Table 4

-.

-.

Gross
r oC 1 1

JAv AsH Av0.17 A 0..065
s

-

O'Dogherty r oC 1 1

J~AsH A.,0.042 A 0.062
s

Webster r eX:- 1 1

JAy.AsH ~0.O67 A 0.039
s

- 19 -
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Table 6

Summary of' possible correlations

./ / ,
....---

.1_ j;

s
•

, .,-- Range of Be

Control
Variable .

Dimensionless part of • I(of' mass Correlation U
burning rate dimens ionles s

Gross O'Dogherty Webster Re aDsumed from Then r proportionaltransfer .
burnin" rate ..... oorrelation to

1 ~••fulk flow is u: L3H~
I

As~addition of r q f~)) »-: rd rL2 H 13...1900+ 36-285+ 100-285+ 'J PSfAsf'D = ~:L 2 CJ ;sD1' ~2.locally r As D As i As~ L~ H~deteTljlined flC7Ns

DETERMINED BY CRIB AS A WHOlE ,

Aocelerat1ng~2A

~A?H~
-- ... U"~ Re- 4 'A,,";' I-{-! Ai C.iflow ( mil f(U) r r 'If;; LHil\j( fU= ~(j 4HIfU ~~ filS: 3.5-540 100...,100 120-700 laminar boundarv laver

(2B L '1l As ~~ R
e

- o-;a./A/·4-At2 H'·1.[ O'2
U Turbt";1ant: ~ndarv iau",.

•••
Steady j 3b qAi ul /

,
2

m# (U) I
rA 1_3 x 1rf 1900_hx104 80""'7.4x1 04

2"~.(ASfA ~
" I ~vt H~ Li A.~ tlaminar fll7R

~=f ~\Y
r s

~ ~ Re-a:f k = .12£
As"

4HL~ U L2H3Ay~
.

Be 150 ~ 15'0" V U

mY (U) r: ~' .).

fA,~J
tn" R -.L. AJA.!. H~ L-.!.Steady (4A ~AtH~

rA 2 - t:A:. a. " .. lit- .Ii-P=+ w r s U e s
turbulent ( 4HLf U LtH!A i 20-4000 1000-8500 210-6250 laminar bou-"~'- laver
flow ( f K La !\s:.. "v -IT"cC R

e
-Q· 1 Ay°·/'LO.2 HI.).A~O'2fk=Donst. ( 4B

Turbulent boundarY-~r

,

• neglecting variation in 1 - E
D

3 )Y.•• Be taken as (* a,

... Re taken as l:, U/0".... 3 k
+the oorresponding ranges of ~ (;: ) ~

35 - 430, 280 - 720, and 100 - 1350.
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